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ABSTRACT

The daily mean heat and momentum fluxes at the surface derived from the SSM/I and

Japan's GMS radiance measurements are used to study the temporal and spatial variability

of the surface energy budgets and their relationship to the sea surface temperature during

the COARE intensive observing period (IOP). For the three time legs observed during

the lOP, the retrieved surface fluxes compare reasonably well with those from the IMET

buoy, RV Moana Wave, and RV Wecoma. The characteristics of surface heat and

momentum fluxes are very different between the southern and northern warm pool. In

the southern warm pool, the net surface heat flux is dominated by solar radiation which

is, in turn, modulated by the two Madden-Julian oscillations. The surface winds are

generally weak, leading to a shallow ocean mixed layer. The solar radiation penetrating

through the bottom of the mixed layer is significant, and the change in the sea surface

temperature during the IOP does not follow the net surface heat flux. In the northern

warm pool, the northeasterly trade wind is strong and undergoes strong seasonal

variation. The variation of the net surface heat flux is dominated by evaporation. The

two westerly wind bursts associated with the Madden-Julian oscillations seem to have

little effect on the net surface heat flux. The ocean mixed layer is deep, and the solar

radiation penetrating through the bottom of the mixed layer is small. As opposed to the

southern warm pool, the trend of the sea surface temperature in the northern warm pool

during the IOP is in agreement with the variation of the net heat flux at the surface.



1. Introduction

ThewesterntropicalPacificis characterizedby the highestseasurfacetemperature

(SST)andheavyrainfall in theworldocean.A smallvariationof SSTassociatedwith the

eastwardshift of thewarm poolduringEI-Nino/SouthernOscillationeventschangesthe

atmosphericcirculationpatternandaffectsthe global climate. The changein the SST

patternin the warm pool for a time scalelonger than a year is relatedto the ocean

dynamicsin thePacificbasin. For a seasonaltimescaleandshorter,on the otherhand,

theSSTin thewarmpool is determinedby thesurfacefluxesandthedepthof theocean

mixedlayer,whichareaffectedby thevariationsin thesurfacewind andclouds.

In a studyof thedepthof oceanmixedlayerwith a uniform density in the Pacific

warmpool,LukasandLindstrom(1991)havefoundthatthemixedlayer in this regionis

veryshallowwith ameanof -29 m.Theshallowmixedlayerreducesthe solarheatingof

thelayerbecauseof theenhancedpenetrationof solarradiationthroughthebottomof the

layer. Betweenthebottomof themixedlayerandthetop of thethermocline,thereis a

barrierlayercharacterizedby nearlyconstanttemperaturewith stablestratificationdueto

downwardincreaseof salinity. This stablebarrierlayerinhibits theentrainmentof cold

waterfrom thedeeperthermoclineexceptduringvery strongwesterlywind bursts. The

horizontaladvectionof heatin thewarmpoolhasbeenestimatedto beverysmall dueto a

small SST gradientand weak currents (Niiler and Stevenson,1982; Enfield, 1986;

GodfreyandLinstrom, 1989).Thus,thechangein thewarm pool SST in seasonaltime

scaleandshorteris primarilydeterminedby thenetsurfaceheatflux, penetrationof solar

radiationthroughthebottomof themixedlayer, andthemixed-layerdepth(Andersonet

al. 1996;Suiet al. 1997).

In recognitionof the importanceof the Pacificwarm pool in affecting the global

climate,extensivemeasurementswerecarriedout during theIntensiveObservingPeriod

(IOP),from November1992to February1993,of theTropicalOceanGlobalAtmosphere



(TOGA) Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) with the major

objective of better understanding various physical processes responsible for the SST

variation (Webster and Lukas, 1992). Various flux measurement programs were carried

out at the Intensive Flux Array (IFA) within the region I°N-5°S and 150°E-160°E during

the IOP. Radiative, turbulent, and freshwater fluxes at the surface were either directly

measured or derived from the measurements of surface temperature, humidity, and winds

at the IMET buoy (1.75°S, 156°E) and two research vessels (RV) Moana Wave (1.7°S,

156°E) and Wecoma (cruised in a butterfly pattem around the IMET). These high

temporal resolution fluxes are very useful for studying the air-sea interaction and for

validating the satellite retrievals of surface radiative and turbulent fluxes.

In the western equatorial Pacific, the surface winds are weak and are interrupted

intermittently by westerly wind bursts. These westerly wind bursts are often related to

the Madden-Julian oscillations (MJOs) which have a period of -40-50 days. During the

COARE IOP, there were two MJOs propagating eastward from the Indian Ocean to the

Central Pacific (Gutzler et al. 1994; Lin and Johnson 1996; Lau and Sui 1997; Sui et al.

1997). Two envelopes of individual cloud clusters and two low-level westerly wind

bursts lasting for about 2-3 weeks were associated with the two MJOs. The super cloud

clusters reduce solar heating, while the westerly wind bursts enhance the evaporative

cooling. Both have an important impact on the SST variation of the warm pool.

In a study of the radiation budgets of the Pacific warm pool, Chou et al. (1998)

applied empirical relationships between the surface-measured radiative fluxes and the

satellite-measured radiances to compute the solar and thermal infrared fluxes over the

Pacific warm pool for the COARE IOP. Chou et al. (1997) computed daily mean

turbulent fluxes at the surface with a stability-dependent bulk scheme. The surface wind

and humidity retrieved from the radiances measured by the Special Sensor

Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) were used. We use these fluxes to study the relationship

between the SST and the air-sea fluxes. The methods for deriving the surface fluxes and



thesourcesof data used in this study are briefly described in Section 2. In Section 3, the

accuracy of the satellite-retrieved surface fluxes is assessed using independent

measurements at the IMET buoy, RV Moana Wave, and RV Wecoma during the lOP.

Section 4 investigates the spatial distributions of the surface heat budgets, as well as the

relevant parameters used for deriving the surface fluxes. The impacts of the two MJOs on

the surface heat budget and the contrast between the northern and southern warm pool are

discussed. Section 5 examines the relation of the SST variation to the heat and

momentum fluxes at the surface and the penetration of solar flux through the bottom of

the ocean mixed layer. Conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Data sources

The daily mean surface momentum, latent heat, and sensible heat fluxes computed by

Chou et al. (1997) have a spatial resolution of 2°x2.5 ° latitude-longitude over global

oceans and cover the period July 1987-December 1994. To be consistent with the spatial

resolution of the radiative fluxes used in this study (to be discussed below), we linearly

interpolate these fluxes onto a l°xl ° latitude-longitude grid in the Pacific warm pool

(defined as 10°S - 10°N, 135°E - 175°E hereafter) for the lOP.

These turbulent fluxes were derived from daily mean values of SST, specific

humidity and wind speed 10 m above the sea surface, and air temperature 2 m above the

sea surface, using a stability-dependent aerodynamic bulk scheme. The 10-m wind

speeds and water vapor amount in the entire atmospheric column were derived by Wentz

(1994) from radiances measured by the SSM/I on board the Defense Meteorological

SateLlite Program (DMSP) F10 and F11 polar-orbiting satellites, which had ascending

equatorial crossings at 1942 and 1742 LT, respectively. The 10-m specific humidity was

derived from the water vapor amount in the entire atmospheric column of Wentz (1994)

and the lowest 500-m layer above the surface using the method developed by Chou et al.

(1995, 1997). The latter was retrieved from the SSM/I radiances using the method of

Schulz et al. (1993). Wind stress directions were taken from the surface wind directions



of Atlaset al. (1996)whichusedtheSSM/I surfacewind speedof Wentz(1994) for the

analysis.TheseSSMB-retrievedsurfacewindsandwatervaporamountshadanoriginal

spatialresolutionof (25km)2. They were degraded to daily means and 2°x2.5 ° latitude-

longitude regions separately for the DMSP F10 and F11 satellites. Two sets of fluxes

were first computed for these two satellites separately and then averaged to form the daily

mean fluxes. The SST data used for computing latent heat fluxes were taken from the

National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). Daily SSTs were interpolated

from the weekly mean values with a spatial resolution of l°xl ° latitude-longitude

(Reynolds and Smith, 1994). The difference in the SST and the temperature at the 2-m

height, SST - T2m, used for computing the sensible heat flux was taken from the

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analysis, which had a

spatial resolution of 2°x2.5 ° latitude-longitude and a temporal resolution of 12 hr.

The surface radiative fluxes computed by Chou et al. (1998) are used in this study.

Chou et al. (1998) derived empirical relationships between the radiances measured by the

Japan's Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) and the surface radiative fluxes

measured at several radiation sites during the IOP. The downward shortwave flux at the

surface was computed as a function of the satellite-measured albedo in the visible channel

and the solar zenith angle. When data of visible albedo were missing, the satellite-

measured brightness temperature in the IR window channel was used. The downward

longwave flux was computed as a function of SST, the total column water amount and the

brightness temperature in the GMS IR window channel. These empirical relationships

were applied to derive the surface solar and thermal infrared fluxes in the western Pacific

warm pool. The retrieved radiative fluxes originally had a spatial resolution of (35 km) 2

and a temporal resolution of 1 hr. They were subsequently degraded to daily values with

a 1°x 1° latitude-longitude spatial resolution.

To validate the satellite-retrieved surface fluxes, we use the turbulent fluxes derived

from the meteorological measurements and the radiative fluxes measured at the IMET, RV
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MoanaWave, and RV Wecoma(Weller and Anderson, 1996). Fairall et al. (1996)

derivedtheturbulentfluxesdirectlyfrom thehigh frequencytemperature,humidity, and

windmeasurementsattheRV MoanaWaveanddevelopedanaerodynamicbulk scheme

for estimatingturbulentfluxesin weakwindandconvectivesituations.This bulk scheme

wasappliedtoderivethefluxesatIMET andRV Wecoma. WellerandAnderson(1996)

foundthatthesurfacefluxesattheIMET buoy werein goodagreementwith thoseat the

nearbyWecomaandMoanaWave. It is notedthatthedatausedto derivetheempirical

relationshipsbetweenthesatelliteradiancemeasurementsand the surfaceradiativeflux

measurementsdo not includethedatafrom IMET, MoanaWave, andWecoma. Thus,

radiativefluxes measuredat thesethreesurfaceplatformsand thosederived from the

satellite-measuredradiancesareindependentandsuitablefor intercomparison.

3. Collocationvalidation

The surfaceheat and momentumfluxes derived from satellitemeasurementsare

comparedwith thatderivedfrom observationsatthe IMET buoy (1.75°S, 156°E). Mean

fluxesof two l°xl ° latitude-longituderegionscenteredat (1.5°S, 155.5°E)and (1.5°S,

156.5°E)areusedfor thecomparisonwith theIMET observations.Thenetheatflux at

the surfaceFnet is definedas Foet = Fsw- (FEw+ FsH+ FLH), whereFswis the net

downwardsolar(shortwave)flux, FLWis thenetupwardinfrared(longwave)flux, FsHis

theupwardsensibleheatflux, andFLHis thelatentheatflux (evaporativecooling). Figure

1andTable 1 comparedaily meansurfacefluxes from theIMET buoy (solid lines)and

retrievals(dashedlines, plusesand diamonds)during the IOP. Note that the surface

fluxes at the IMET buoy are slightly different from thosepresentedin Weller and

Anderson(1996). In Table 1, thedaily SD errordenotesthestandarddeviationof daily

differencesof fluxes betweenthe retrievaland IMET, while the monthlyand IOP SD

errorsarederivedwith the assumptionthatdaily SD errorsarerandom. Thebiasesand

themonthlyandIOPSDerrorsof the retrievedsurfacefluxesprovideus theinformation

on theuncertaintyof themonthly andlOP meansurfacel/eatbudgets.



Thenetsolarfluxesatthesurfaceshownby pluses(70 days) in Fig. 1a areretrieved

from thevisiblealbedo,while thoseshownby diamonds(50 days)areretrievedfrom the

IR brightnesstemperaturewhentherearenoalbedodataavailable. It canbeseenthatthe

solar fluxes retrievedfrom the brightnesstemperatureand the albedohave comparable

accuracy. The satellite-retrievedsolar flux is generallyin good agreementwith that

measuredat theIMET, exceptlargediscrepancieson somedays with strongand weak

solarradiation.The retrievedsolarfluxesareaveragedover two l°x 1° latitude-longitude

regionscontainingtheIMET site, whereasthe areaof the sky which contributesto the

solarflux measuredat thesurfaceis muchsmaller,<10 km. Becauseof thedifferencein

spatialresolution,the satellite-retrievedsolar flux is lesssensitiveto the distributionof

cloudsin thevicinity of thesurfacesitethanthesurfacemeasurements.It follows thatthe

former is smootherin timethanthelatter,which canpartiallyexplaintherelativelylarge

discrepanciesatboth largeandsmallsolarfluxes. The daily meansolar flux fluctuates

between50and270W m2. Table 1showsthattheretrievedFswhasa meanof 196.6W

-2 -2 m-2m , with a bias of 1.8 W m , an SD error of 32.5 W for the daily mean flux, and a

correlation coefficient of 0.86 between the satellite retrievals and surface observations.

Figure lb shows that the net longwave flux is much smaller than the solar flux and

-2

fluctuates within a small range between 40 and 75 W m Table 1 shows that the

-2 -2

retrieved Fcw has a mean of 50.9 W m , with a bias of -7.1 W m , an SD error of 5.2 W

"2

m for the daily mean flux, and a correlation coefficient of 0.75 between the satellite

retrievals and surface observations. To investigate

longwave flux, we examine separately the upward

components of the net longwave flux, which is given by

FLw = F1 " - F']" =[(g (YT4s + (1 - E) F,I-] - F,I,,

the relatively large bias of net

(F'[') and downward (F$)

(1)

where E is the emissivity of sea surface, G is Stefan-Boltsman constant, and T s is the

SST. The emissivity is taken to be 0.97 in computing the net longwave flux at the IMET
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(WelleradAnderson1996), whereasit is takento be 1 in this study for the satellite-

-2

retrieved net longwave flux. The difference in E only induces a difference of 2 W m in

FLw. Averaged over the IOP, the NCEP SST (302.5 K) of the two comparison grid

points used to compute the retrieved FLw is 0.4 K higher than the skin temperature of sea

surface used to compute FLw at IMET, which will cause at most a difference of about 2 W

m" in FLw. The mean values of F 1" (475.4 W m -z) and F'I" (424.4 W m -2) of the satellite

-2

retrievals are larger than those at IMET by 4 and 11 W m , respectively. Thus, the

negative bias of FLw is mainly due to a 2.6% overestimation of the satellite-retrieved F-l-.

The satellite-retrieved and surface-measured sensible heat fluxes are shown in Fig.

lc. The retrieval significantly underestimates the peak values of sensible heat flux during

westerly wind bursts and squalls. It is the result of a smaller sea-air temperature

difference of the ECMWF analysis and a smaller satellite-retrieved wind speed than those

measured at IMET. Although the percentage error is large, the magnitude of the bias is

-2

small. Table 1 shows that the retrieved FsH has a mean of only 6.3 W m , a bias of -2.6

-2 -_

W m , and an SD error of 1.1 W m 2 (0.6 W m -) for the monthly (IOP) mean sensible

heat flux.

Figures ld and le show that the retrieved latent heat flux and wind stress are

generally in good agreement with those measured at IMET. However, for those days

with a large negative bias of sensible heat flux during westerly wind bursts and squalls,

the retrieval also underestimates peak values of evaporative cooling and wind stress. The

underestimation of speed during high winds might be a result of spatial and temporal

variability. The daily mean turbulent fluxes at IMET were computed from the measured

hourly local wind. However, the retrieved daily mean fluxes are the averages of retrieved

fluxes using measurements from the DMSP F10 and F11 satellites, which had ascending

equatorial crossings at 1942 and 1742 LT, respectively. Furthermore, the retrieved daily

fluxes of the two finer resolution grid points used for the comparison are interpolated
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from thoseof four neighboringgrid points eachwith a coarserresolutionof 2°x2.5°

latitude-longitude.The latter fluxes for eachsatellitearecomputedfrom the available

wind speedsaveragedoveradayandadomainof 2°x2.5° latitude-longitude,which tends

to smooththepeakvalueof thewind speed. It mayalsobea resultof theerror in wind

retrievalinducedby rainfall contamination,asprecipitationis commonlyassociatedwith

westerlywindburstsandsqualls. Table 1 showsthatthe latentheatflux hasa meanof

-2 -2 -2

104.8 W m , with a bias of -2.4 W m , an SD error of 29.1 W m for the daily mean

flux, and a correlation coefficient of 0.71; while the wind stress has a mean of 0.0371 N

-2 -2
m , with a bias of-0.0018 N m , an SD error of 0.0210 N m 2 for the daily mean wind

stress, and a correlation coefficient of 0.78.

The net heat flux at the surface is shown in Figure l f. Except for the large

discrepancies on certain days with either large or small values of the net heat flux

measured at IMET, the two sets of the net heat flux are generally in good agreement. The

daily mean net heat flux fluctuates between -200 and 150 W m 2 for the measurements,

but fluctuates between -150 and 200 W m 2 for the retrieval. Table 1 shows that the

-2 -2
retrieved net heat flux has a mean of 34.6 W m , a bias of 13.8 W m , an SD error of

48.2 W m - for the daily mean flux, and a correlation coefficient of 0.82.

To further validate the retrieved surface fluxes, we show in Table 2 the satellite-

retrieved (Sat) surface fluxes with those from the RV Moana Wave (MW), RV Wecoma

(Wec), and the IMET buoy for the periods during three legs of the RV Moana Wave

observation, which are shaded in Fig. 1. Weller and Anderson (1996) pointed out that

Leg 1 (14 November 1992 - 3 December 1992) was characterized by clear skies and large

spatial scales of low winds within the IFA. Leg 2 (20 December 1992 - 11 January 1993)

started with strong westerly wind bursts across the IFA and then shifted back to clear

skies with fairly uniform light winds in January 1993. Leg 3 (27 January 1993 - 3

February 1993) was characterized by eastward propagating surges of westerlies and

scattered clouds. There is significant variability among the three legs. The net surface
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heatingfor theoceanis positiveduringLeg 1, asa resultof smallercloudinessandlow

wind. On the otherhand, the net heatingis negativefor the other two legs, due to

reducedsolarheatingandstrongevaporativecoolingassociatedwithwesterlywind bursts

(Leg 2) and squalls(Leg 3). The retrievedfluxes agreereasonablywell with those

measuredatthethreesurfaceplatforms.

9

4. SpatialDistributionsof SurfaceHeatBudgets

Componentsof thesurfaceheatbudgetaveragedoverthe COAREIOP areshownin

Fig. 2, andtherelevantparametersfor computingsurfacefluxes areshown in Fig. 3.

Thesefluxesandparametersaveragedover individualmonthsandtheIOP areshownin

Table 3. Figures2a and 3a show the surfacenet solar flux (Fsw)and IR brightness

temperature(TB)for the warm pool averagedover the IOP, respectively. The spatial

distributionsof Fswand TBarevery similar, as both aredominatedby clouds; strong

convectiveactivitiesareassociatedwith low solar flux and IR brightnesstemperature.

Theshadedareasin theeasternwarmpoolandNew Guinea,whereFsw<190W m2 and

TB<267.5K, indicateregionsof strong deepconvection. There are two regionsof

maximumcloudinesseastof 160°Eandcenteredat 4°Nand4°S. The northernbranchof

the maximumcloudinessis strongerthan the southernbranch and extendswestward

acrossthewarm pool. TheminimumFswandT8 locatednearthedatelineindicatesthat

the deepconvectioncenteror the upward branch of the Walker circulation shifted

eastwardby about60° longitudeduring the COARE IOP from its normal locationat

-120°E-130°E. Thesolarflux variesbetween170and210 W mz andis - 200 W m2

overtheIFA. ThemaximumFswto thenorthandeastof New Guineaindicatesthat these

regions are persistentlydry. It probably is causedby the descendingmesoscale

circulationinducedbythestrongconvectionoverNew Guineawheretopographyis high

andsolarheatingof thelandsurfaceis large.Averagedover thewarm pool andtheIOP,

thesolarheatingof theoceanis 192.9W mz.



Figure2b showsthatboth themagnitudeandvariationof thenet IR cooling of the

warmpool aresmall. Thepatternof thenetupwardIR flux (FLw)is negativelycorrelated

with thatof totalprecipitablewater(notshown),andtheincreasesof FEWby about 10W

m2 from 53W m2 at 5°N to 63 W m2 at 10°Nis dueto a reducedcolumnwater vapor

amount,W, from 5.2cm at 5°Nto 4 cm at 10°N. Cloudsdo not havea significanteffect

on thesurfaceIR flux, ashigh humidity(seeTable3) makestheatmospherevery opaque

to thelongwaveradiation..

Figures2c, 3band3cshowthelatentheatflux, 10-msurfacewind speed(U_0m)and

sea-airhumiditydifference(Qs-QI0m) averaged over the COARE lOP, respectively. The

latent heat flux is the second largest heat budget component and is equal to 131.9 W m -2

when averaged over the warm pool and the IOP (Table 3). It is large mainly due to a

large sea-air humidity difference. The spatial variability of latent heat flux is the largest

among the budget components, varying between 90 and 220 W m -2, as a larger sea-air

humidity difference is coupled with a larger wind speed and vise versa. The (Qs-QI0m) is

about 4.5-5.2 g kg 1 south of- 3°N and west of 160°E but increases northward to about

6.4 g kg 1 at 10°N, with a mean of 5.4 g kg t for the warm pool. The wind speed is

about 5 m s_ south of 3°N and increases northward to about 9 m s_ at 10°N, with a mean

of 6.1 m s t for the warm pool. This increase in wind speed reflects a northward

strengthening of the NE trade winds. Note that the mean wind speed is scalar averaged,

not a vector mean of wind velocity. Thus it should be larger than the magnitude of vector

mean of wind velocities over the lOP, especially over the area south of 3-4°N where

winds are weak and highly variable. The latent heat flux in the IFA is about 105 W m -2

and is relatively small as compared to the values of 150-220 W m 2 over the trade wind

region in the northern warm pool.

Figures 2d and 3d show the sensible heat flux and sea-air temperature difference

(SST-T2m) averaged over the lOP, respectively. The sensible heat flux is the smallest heat

budget component and is equal to 6.9 W m -2 when averaged over the warm pool and the
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IOP (Table3). It is very small asthesea-airtemperaturedifferenceis very small. The

spatialvariability of sensibleheatflux is also very small, due to the offsetting effect

betweensea-airtemperaturedifferencesandwind speeds(Figs. 3b and3d). The (SST-

T2m ) is about 1-1.4 °C in the 5°S-5°N band and decreases poleward to about 0.4 °C at

10°N, with a mean of 0.9 °C for the warm pool.

Two 40-50 days MJOs associated with super cloud clusters and westerly wind bursts

were observed to propagate eastward from the Indian Ocean to the Central Pacific during

the IOP. The super cloud clusters reduce solar heating, while the westerly wind bursts

enhance evaporative cooling. The first MJO was associated with stronger convection,

evaporative cooling and SST cooling with the maximum impacts over the southern warm

pool, as compared to the second MJO (see section 5). The Walker circulation associated

with the first and second MJOs generally had sinking motion over the southern warm

pool and rising motion over Indian Ocean during November 1992 and January 1993,

respectively. This situation was reversed during December 1992 and February 1993

when regions of rising motion moved into the warm pool. The impacts of these two

MJOs on the temporal and spatial variability of the surface heat budget and SST are

investigated below.

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the super cloud clusters associated with these two MJOs

have a significant impact on the monthly variability of solar heating. The impact is

especially large in the southern warm pool. Figures 4a and 4c show that convection was

generally suppressed with larger solar heating in the southern warm pool during

November 1992 and January 1993 as affected by the sinking motions of the two MJOs,

while the convection in the northern intertropical convergence zone in the northern warm

pool appeared to be intensified. When the super cloud clusters moved into the warm pool

in December 1992 and February 1993, the surface solar heating decreased greatly in the

southern warm pool, especially for the cloud band 0-7°S in December 1992. The mean

solar heating of the southern warm pool decreases by 40 W m 2 from November t992 to

I1



December1992andby 30 W mz from January1993to February1993. Theseresults

showthat thesupercloudclustersassociatedwith theeastwardpropagatingMJOscause

significantlocalvariabilityof thesolarheating,reaching50W m z, on monthly scale.

The monthly and spatial variability of latent heat flux as shown in Fig. 5 is quite

different from that of solar heating. In the southern warm pool, the impact of the two

MJOs on the latent heat flux is smaller than the impact on the solar heating. The first

westerly wind burst is very strong. Averaged over the southern warm pool, it enhances

the 5-day mean latent heat flux by -100 W m "2 during its peak period (see Fig. 9).

However, the abrupt increase in the latent heat flux lasts only for 12 days in late

December 1992 and early January 1993. The second westerly wind burst is rather weak

and is associated with a reduced sea-air humidity difference. The impact on the monthly

mean latent heat flux is small, -20 W m 2.

In the northern warm pool, on the other hand, the monthly latent heat flux increases

significantly in December 1992 and January 1993, as a result of the intensification of the

NE trade winds (not shown in the figures). In these two months, the latent heat flux is

very large with the most tight gradient varying from 130 to 270 W m z across the 3°N -

10°N band. It increases by -50-120 W m 2 from November 1992 to January 1993 due to

the strengthening of the NE trade wind coupling with increased sea-air humidity

difference, which are associated with the southward shift of the trade wind belt.

Averaged over the southern and northern warm pool, the monthly mean latent heat fluxes

are 114.7, 151.4, 138.4, and 121.4 W m 2 for the four IOP months, respectively (Table

3). The large monthly variability of the warm-pool mean latent heat flux is modulated by

the trade winds over the northern domain of the warm pool.

Monthly variability of the net surface heat flux is shown in Fig. 6. The variability is

mainly determined by that of solar heating in the southern warm pool and by the

evaporative cooling in the northern warm pool. The IOP is a winter season in the

northern hemisphere but is a summer season in the southern hemisphere. Thus, wide-
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spreadnetheatingoccurs in the southern warm pool during the entire lOP except for the

cooling in the regions east of 160°E and north and south of New Guinea in December

1992 affected by the first MJO. Net cooling is confined nearly entirely to the northern

warm pool. The strong cooling reaching a magnitude >100 W m 2 occurs near the

northern edge of the warm pool in December 1992 and January 1993, mainly due to

enhanced evaporative cooling as a result of the strengthening of the NE trade wind

associated with the southward shift of the trade wind belt as discussed above. Averaged

over the warm pool, monthly mean net heat fluxes are 20.9, -26.7, -2.9, and 13.7 W m 2

for November 1992, December 1992, January 1993, and February 1993, respectively

(Table 3). The mean heating of the warm pool during the IOP is only 0.7 W m 2.

13

5. Relation of SST Variation to Surface Fluxes

The rate of change in the temperature of the ocean mixed layer or the SST is

determined by the heat convergence and the depth of the mixed layer. The former

involves the net heat flux at the surface, advection of heat by ocean currents, as well as

the transmission of solar radiation and the entrainment of cold water through the bottom

of the mixed-layer. The western equatorial Pacific is characterized by frequent heavy

rainfall and weak mean winds with highly intermittent westerly wind bursts. The mixed

layer with constant density has been observed to be generally very shallow. Beneath it is

a nearly isothermal barrier layer where density increases with depth due to salinity that

inhibits the entrainment of cold water from the thermocline into the mixed layer except

during strong westerly wind bursts (Lukas and Linstrom 1991; Anderson et al. 1996).

The horizontal advection of heat in the warm pool has been found to be very small due to

weak SST gradients and currents (Niiler and Stevenson 1982; Enfield 1986; Godfrey and

Lindstrom 1989).

Assuming that the advection of heat and entrainment of cold water are negligible, the

heat budget of the mixed-layer may be written as



h P Cr, (OTs/_Ot) = F,_t- f (h) Fsw, (2)

where h is the mixed-layer depth, 9 is the density of sea water (10 3 kg m3), Cp is the heat

capacity of sea water at constant pressure (3.94 x 103 J kg _ °C_), OTs/Ot is the rate of

change in the SST, and f (h) is the fraction of Fsw penetrating through the depth h.

Using the water "type IA" data of Jerlov (1968), Paulson and Simpson (1977) derived

f (h) as

f(h)=ye -_a+ (l-y) e 13a, (3)

where y is 0.62, o_ is 1.6 7 m _, and [3 is 0.05 m _. In (3), the solar spectrum at the sea

surface is divided into two groups, one corresponding to the ultraviolet and visible region

and the other corresponding to the near infrared region. The weights of the energy

contained in these two spectral regions are y and 1- y, and the absorption coefficients of

sea water are o_ and ]3, respectively. Using daily values of _Ts/_t, F,e ,, and Fsw, we solve

(2) and (3) for h and f (h) Fsw. It is noted that during the period of 11-21 January 1993,

most of the solutions of h and f(h) Fsw north of 5°N cannot be obtained and are spatially

interpolated. The missing solution may be due to errors in the retrieved daily surface

fluxes and SST, which is interpolated from the weekly SSTs. It may also be a result of

neglecting heat transports by ocean currents in estimating the mixed-layer heat budgets.

The spatial distributions of Fne t and _)Ts/_t averaged over the IOP are shown in Figs.

7a and 7b, respectively. As expected, the ocean gains heat in the summer (southern)

hemisphere while loses heat in the winter (northern) hemisphere, with the net heat flux

ranging from -80 W m 2in the northeastern section of the warm pool to 40 W m 2 north of

New Guinea. Averaged over the warm pool, the net heating is only 0.7 W m"-. This result

is consistent with the studies of Godfrey and Lindstrom (1989) and Godfrey et al. (1991)

that the mean surface net heat flux into the warm pool is small (<10 W m2). On the other

hand, Fig. 7b shows that, except near the southern edge, the warm pool cools during the
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IOP. The cooling increasesnorthward and reachesa maximum >0.5 °C month_.

Averagedoverthewarmpool,theSSTcoolsata rateof 0.14 °C month_, which doesnot

agreewith a0.7W m2of netheatflux at thesurface.Thisdiscrepancyis particularlylarge

in thesouthernwarm pool. For example,the netsurfaceheatflux northof New Guinea

hasa maximum>40 W m "2, but the SST cools at a rate of 0.3 °C month _. This is an

indication that much of the solar flux incident at the surface penetrates through the bottom

of the mixed layer and is not available for heating the layer.

Figure 7c shows the estimated solar flux penetrating through bottom of the mixed

layer, f(h)Fsw, averaged over the IOP. Averaged over the IOP, the solar radiation lost

through the bottom of the mixed layer is -26 W m "2 for the northern warm pool and -45

W m 2 for the southem warm pool. The domain-averaged value of 35 W m 2 is

significantly larger than the net surface heat flux of 0.7 W m -2. Thus, the cooling of SST

in the warm pool during the IOP is primarily due to this loss of solar radiation, although

the infrequent westerly wind bursts may deepen the mixed layer to the top of the

thermocline and entrain cold water from below.

The mixed-layer depth h and the scalar-averaged wind stress _ averaged over the IOP

are shown in Figs 8a and 8b, respectively. The mean wind stress directions are also

shown in Fig. 8b. The pattern of h follows closely that of aT. In the northern warm pool,

h and "1;increase northward. In the southern warm pool, h and 1; are rather uniform. In

the vicinity of the IMET buoy, the estimated h is 28 m, which agrees reasonably well with

the mean mixed-layer depth of 15 m measured during the IOP (Anderson et al. 1996).

Averaged over the southern warm pool, the estimated h is 35 m, which also compares

well with the mean mixed-layer depth of 29 m measured by Lukas and Lindstrom ( 1991 )

in the equatorial western Pacific.

The similarity between h and "l:indicates that the mixed layer in the warm pool is

mainly driven by winds. Winds supply turbulent kinetic energy for mixing and thus
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deepen the mixed layer. On the other hand, both positive downward heat and flesh water

(precipitation minus evaporation) fluxes at the surface reduce the density of water and

supply a positive surface buoyancy flux, which inhibits mixing and thus reduces the

depth of mixed layer. For the case of positive surface buoyancy forcing with insignificant

entrainment cooling, the mixed-layer depth is proportional to u. 3 and inversely

proportional to the surface buoyancy flux (Niiler and Kraus 1977; Anderson et al. 1996),

where u, is the friction velocity proportional to the square root of the wind stress.

Anderson et al. (1996) found that the surface buoyancy forcing on the mixed-layer of the

warm pool was generally positive and varied little on timescales longer than 2 days. It is

a result of the fact that negative buoyancy forcing, due to surface cooling caused by

westerly wind bursts and squall events, is accompanied by positive buoyancy forcing,

due to positive fresh water flux from heavy rain. The near-constant positive surface

buoyancy forcing suggests that the mixed-layer depth is dependent primarily on the wind

forcing.

We have analyzed the two MJOs using the time-longitude sections of daily IR

brightness temperature and surface zonal wind averaged over the 0-10°S band from 80°E

to 160°W for the COARE IOP (not shown). There were two super cloud clusters with

TB<253K and two westerly wind bursts with 10-m westerly zonal wind of 5-12 m s _

covering a zonal width of 200-40 ° longitude associated with two MJOs propagating

eastward with a speed of 3.6 m s_ from the Indian Ocean to the Central Pacific. The two

westerly wind bursts moved through the southern warm pool during the periods from 20

December 1992 to 5 January 1993 and from 28 January 1993 to 28 February 1993 with

the super cloud clusters fight ahead of them. To further study the impacts of these two

MJOs on the surface heat budgets and SST evolutions, we have analyzed the time series

of 5-day running means of SST, surface and mixed-layer heat budgets, scalar-averaged

wind stress, and mixed-layer depth averaged over the southern and northern warm pool,

separately. The results are shown in Fig. 9 for the former and Fig. 10 for the latter.
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Figure 9a shows that the SST in the southern warm pool is modulated by the two

MJOs, with the maximum SST near 9 December 1992 and 20 January 1993. During the

period from 5 November 1992 to 9 December 1992, the ascending branch of the first

MJO was over the Indian ocean while the southern warm pool was in the dry descending

phase. Figure 9b and 9c show that the sky was generally clear with little cloud and that

easterly winds are weak as indicated by the large Fsw and the small FLH and 1:.

Convection intensified from 10 December 1992 to 24 December 1992 as the super cloud

cluster and wet phase of the first MJO moved into the southern warm pool from the

Indian Ocean as indicated by the decreasing Fsw, while FL. and 17associated with weak

convergent winds remained small. Convection weakened from 25 December 1992 to 5

January 1993 as the super cloud cluster departed from the warm pool to the central Pacific

and induced the strongest westerly wind burst, as indicated by the maximum FLH and 'Z,

with sinking motion over the southern warm pool. The maximum westerly wind (or FLH)

was induced by the strong convection centered around the dateline where the SST is very

high. Thus, in the southern warm pool, the maximum westerly wind (or maximum FLH)

lagged the most intense convection (or minimum Fsw ) by - 9 days. The maximum

westerly wind lagged the warmest SST by 25 days and led the coldest SST by 5 days.

These phase relationships are in good agreement with previous findings based on the

observations from the IMET buoy (Lin and Johnson 1996; Lau and Sui 1997), as the first

MJO is spatially very coherent.

The second MJO started with dry descending phase on 6 January 1993 but lasted for

only a short period until about 27 January 1993. It is noted that the minimum Fsw and the

maximum FLH on 20 January 1993 are not related to the westerly wind burst but are

caused by the relatively strong southeasterly trade wind. Both the westerly wind burst

and strong convection reached the maximum strength near 4 February 1993. The strength

is weaker for the second MJO than the first MJO, likely due to a cooler SST. The second

peak of SST in the southern warm pool is 0.4 °C cooler than the first peak, due to a
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shorterdurationof heating. The convectionassociatedwith the secondsuper cloud

clusteris thusweakerthanthefirst one,aslesswatervaporassociatedwith a coolerSST

is availableto form clouds. The weakersecondsuper cloud clusterin turn inducesa

weakersecondwesterlywind burst. Also different from thefirst MJO, thereis no time-

lag betweenthestrongwesterlywinds andlargecloud amountduring thesecondMJO.

Thisresultsfrom theabsenceof strongwesterlywinds associatedwith convectionin the

centralPacific,dueto acoolerSSTandweakerconvectionascomparedto thefirstMJO.

Figure9cshowsthat thetemporalvariability of the mixed-layerdepthderivedfrom

(2) and(3) followscloselythatof thewind stress.Themixedlayerin thesouthernwarm

pool is generallyvery shallow, -20 m, and deepensduring the westerly wind bursts

reaching-70 m, with a meanof 28 m for theIOP. Figure9d showsthattheestimated

solarradiationpenetratingthroughthe bottomof the mixedlayer, f(h) Fsw,is significant

in thesouthernwarmpool asthemixedlayeris shallow,exceptduring thewesterlywind

burstof thefirstMJO. As aresult,therateof changein theSSTdoesnot follow thenet

surfaceheatflux, F,et, exceptduring thewesterlywind burstof thefirst MJO(Figs. 9a

and9d). Thusthepenetrationof solarradiationthroughthemixedlayerin thesouthern

warm pool is importantto themixed-layerheatbudgetandSSTvariation, in agreement

with theconclusionsof Andersonet al. (1996)andSuiet al. (1997).

The SST, surfacefluxes and mixed-layerheatbudgetsshown in Fig. 10 for the

northernwarmpoolpresentaverydifferentpicturefrom thatof thesouthernwarm pool.

Thenortheasterlytradewind intensifiedin the middleperiodof the lOP, 11December

1992-21January1993(Fig. 10c). Thisseasonalintensificationof thetradewind induces

alargeincreasein FLH,butonly a slight decreasein Fsw(Fig. 10b). As a result, the net

surfaceheatingF,et decreasessignificantlywith a minimumof -130 W m2'(Fig. 10d).

Beforeandafterthisperiod,Fne, iscloseto zero. Consistentwith F,_,,the SSTdecreases

duringthis periodexcept11-21January1993andremainsnearlyunchangedbeforeand

afterthis period(Fig. 10a). This is a resultof deepmixed-layerin the northernwarm
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pool and, hence,the small solar radiationpenetratingthroughthe bottom of the layer

(Figs. lOc and lOd).
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6. Conclusions

Usingsatelliteradiancemeasurements,theheatandmomentumfluxesat the surface

of thePacificwarmpool havebeenderivedfor theCOAREIntensiveObservingPeriod,

November1992-February1993. Daily valuesof the satellite-retrievedfluxes in the

vicinity of theIMET buoy during theIOP arein goodagreementwith that of the buoy

measurements.Averagedover thethreetime legsof the RV MoanaWaveobservation,

thereis alsogoodagreementbetweenthesatellite-retrievedfluxesandthefluxesmeasured

at the IMET buoy, RV MoanaWave, and RV Wecoma. Theseresultsshow that the

retrievedsurfacefluxescanbeusedto studythesurfaceheatbudgetoverthewarmpool.

Thecharacteristicsof surfaceheatand momentumfluxes during the lOP arevery

differentbetweenthesouthernwarmpool andthenorthernwarm pool. In thesouthern

warm pool, winds aregenerallyweakexceptduring short episodesof westerly wind

bursts. As a result, thesolarheatingat thesurfaceis much larger than the evaporative

cooling. Averagedover thesouthernwarm pool andthe IOP, it is 196 W m2 for the

solarheatingandonly 108W m2 for theevaporativecooling,andthe impactof thetwo

MJOson thesurfacesolarflux is significantlylarger than the impacton the latentheat

flux. The monthly variationof the net surfaceheat flux is dominatedby the solar

radiation. Associatedwith theweaksurfacewinds,theoceanmixedlayer in the southern

warmpool is shallowwith ameandepthof-28 m. Becauseof the shallowmixed layer,

a significantamountof solar radiationincidentat the surfacepenetratesthrough the

bottomof themixedlayer(-45 W m2),andtherateof changein thesurfacetemperature

doesnot follow thenetsurfaceheatflux.

In the northernwarmpool, the northeasterlytradewind averagedover the IOP is

strongwith amaximum> 8 m s_. Thedomain-averagedlatentheatflux during thelOP

is 148W m2, which is muchlargerthanthelatentheatflux in thesouthernwarm pool.



Themonthly variationof the net surfaceheatflux is dominatedby the latentheatflux

which is, in turn, dominatedby theseasonalchangein thestrengthof the northeasterly

tradewind. Becauseof thestrongsurfacewind, themeanmixedlayeris deep,-56 m,

andthesolarradiationpenetratingthroughthebottomof themixedlayeris small. The

rateof changein SST during the IOP follows closely thenet surfaceheatflux. Also

different from thesouthernwarm pool, the MJOsdoesnot havea clearimpacton the

surfaceheatbudgetsof thenorthernwarmpool.

Averaged over the IOP, ocean gains heat in the summer (southern) hemisphere while

loses heat in the winter (northern) hemisphere, with the net heat flux ranging from -80 W

m 2 in the northeastern section of the warm pool to 40 W m 2 north of New Guinea.

Averaged over the warm pool and IOP, the net heating is only 0.7 W m 2. This result is

consistent with the studies of Godfrey and Lindstrom (1989) and Godfrey et al. (1991)

that the mean surface net heat flux into the warm pool is small.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1. Comparison of retrieved air-sea fluxes with those measured at the IMET buoy

(1.75°S, 156°E) during COARE IOP. The SD error denotes the standard deviation of

retrieved fluxes from that measured at IMET. Units are W m 2 for heat fluxes and 10 _ N

m 2 for wind stress.

Table 2. Time-mean surface fluxes derived from satellite measurements (Sat) and from surface

observations at RV Moana Wave (MW), RV Wecoma (Wec), and IMET buoy for three

legs during COARE IOP. Units are W m2for heat fluxes, and 10"4N m2 for wind stress.

Table 3. Monthly and IOP mean surface heat budgets and relevant parameters averaged over

the Pacific warm pool (135°E-175°E, 10°S-10°N).
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Table 1.Comparisonof retrievedair-seafluxeswith thosemeasuredat theIMET

buoy (1.75°S, 156°E)duringCOAREIOP. The SD errordenotesthe standard

deviationof retrievedfluxes from thatmeasuredat IMET. Units areW m2 for

heatfluxesand10_N m2for wind stress.
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Flux Mean Bias SDerror Correlation

Daily Monthly lOP

Fsw 196.6 1.8 32.5 5.9 3.0 0.86

FLw 50.9 -7.1 5.2 0.9 0.5 0.75

Fs. 6.3 -2.6 6.1 1.1 0.6 0.40

FL. 104.8 -2.4 29.1 5.3 2.7 0.71

Fo,, 34.6 13.8 48.2 8.8 4.4 0.82

371 -18 210 38 19 0.78
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Table 3. Monthly and IOP mean surface heat budgets and relevant parameters averaged

over the Pacific warm pool ( 135°E - 175°E, 10°S- 10°N).
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Parameter Units Nov 92 Dec 92 Jan 93 Feb 93 IOP

Fsw W m 2 196.3 185.8 196.4 193.2 192.9

FLW W m 2 53.4 53.7 54.4 52.2 53.4

FLH W m z 114.7 151.4 138.4 121.4 131.9

FsH W m -z 7.3 7.6 6.7 6.0 6.9

Fne t W m "2 20.9 -26.7 -2.9 13.7 0.7

"1_ 10-aN m 2 410 660 680 620 590

SST °C 29.14 29.05 28.63 28.51 28.84

bTs/bt °C month t 0.30 -0.68 -0.03 -0.09 -0.14

SST-T2m K 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.9

Qs-QIom g kg "l 5.4 5.9 5.4 4.7 5.4

Uto m m sl 5.2 6.4 6.5 6.5 6.1

T B K 271.7 268.4 272.9 267.4 270.1

W g cm 2 5.1 5.0 5.0 5.1 5.0



FIGURECAPTIONS

Figure 1. Daily valuesat thesurfacefor (a) netshortwaveradiation,Fsw,(b) net longwave

radiation,FLW,(c) sensibleheatflux, FSH,(d) latentheatflux, FLH,(e) wind stress,1:,

and(f) net heatflux, Fn__. Solid linesaresurfacemeasurementsat IMET, while dashed

lines,plusesanddiamondsaresatelliteretrievals.

Figure2.Mean fieldsof (a)netshortwaveflux, Fsw,(b) net longwaveflux, FLw,(c) latent

heatflux, FLH,and(d)sensibleheatflux, FsH,at thesurfacefor COAREIOP.

Figure3. Mean fields of (a) GMS IR brightnesstemperature,TB, (b) 10-msurfacewind

speed,Ul0m, (c) sea-airhumidity difference, (Qs-QI0m), and (d) sea-air temperature

difference, (SST-T2m), for COARE lOP.

Figure 4. Monthly mean surface net shortwave flux, Fsw. Regions of heating <190 W m 2

are shaded.

Figure 5. Monthly mean latent heat flux, FLW Regions of cooling <110 W m 2 are shaded.

Figure 6. Monthly mean net surface heat flux, F,e ,. Regions of cooling are shaded.

Figure 7. Mean fields of (a) net surface heat flux, F,e t, (b) rate of SST change, _)Ts/_)t, and (c)

penetration of solar radiation through bottom of mixed layer, f (h) Fsw, for COARE IOP.

Figure 8. Mean fields of (a) mixed-layer depth, h, and (b) scalar averaged wind stress, '_, for

COARE IOP. Arrows are mean wind stress directions.

Figure 9. Time series of 5-day running mean (a) SST, (b) net surface solar flux, Fsw, and

latent heat flux, FLH, (C) mixed-layer depth, h, and scalar averaged wind stress, "_, and (d)

net surface heat flux, F,_, and solar radiation penetrating through bottom of mixed layer,

f(h) Fsw, averaged over the region 0-10°S and 135°E-175°E.

Figure 10. Same as Figure 9, except for the region 0-10°N and 135°E-175°E.
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